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INTRODUCTION

Children in anthropology at the turn of this century are what 
“women” were until the past mid-century: largely unspoken-of, silent 
wards of men. Hardly anybody wrote about their own experiences, 
their own “culture.” . . . Once women started to take themselves seri-
ously as anthropologists, they emerged as actors in their own rights, 
as culture-makers. For children we cannot envision such a happy 
ending: children don’t do fieldwork; . . . they don’t write 
books (emphasis added).

— Erika Friedl, 2002

I first traveled to Iran when I was five years old. My mother, Lois Beck, 
is an anthropologist who has studied nomadic pastoralists in the Zagros 
Mountains of southwestern Iran since 1969. In 1991 she took me with her 
on a visit only months before I entered kindergarten. I have traveled with her 
to Iran nearly every year since, most recently in 2004 when I was eighteen. 
Our hosts, nomadic pastoralists of the Qashqa’i tribal confederacy, migrate 
semiannually between lowland winter pastures near the Persian Gulf and 
highland summer pastures southwest of the city of Isfahan.

In this book, I chronicle the lives of four generations of women and girls 
who are members of the Qermezi tribe, one of many tribes of the Qashqa’i 
confederacy. Focusing on five individuals who are part of a large extended 
family, I describe their ways of life and their interactions with the social 
and physical environment. I explain how this small nomadic community 
relates to the wider Iranian society and how the people fit within the Islamic 
Republic of Iran, which formed in 1979 after the revolution that overthrew 
the monarch, Mohammad Reza Shah. 
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The subtitle, Weaving Memories among Qashqa’i Nomads, invokes the 
women’s most cherished activity (after childrearing) and stands as a meta-
phor for my efforts, as an outsider adapting to Qashqa’i life, to understand 
and weave together the various strands of their lives. Weaving – a process 
involving both raw and prepared materials, the weaver and her knowledge 
and skills, the social environment, and the fate of the finished product – is 
the connecting theme in each chapter and for the volume as a whole.

I lived in this tribal community during ten visits over a span of fourteen 
years (1991–2004). I am familiar with the people, their society and culture, 
and the territories in which they migrate. Fortunate to reside with the 
nomads in each of the four seasons, I observed the conditions they experi-
enced at different times and in various places. My perspective in this volume 
is that of a young visitor in an extended family consisting of two hundred 
individuals and spanning four generations. This book, based on frequent 
visits to the winter and summer pastures of the Qermezi tribe (a group of 
three thousand people), reflects my personal observations and interactions 
and draws on my daily participation in the work and leisure activities of 
women, children, and men. I also rely on information from these people 
about their lives and those of other individuals before I met them. Every 
day, as people talked about the past and how it related to the present and 
the future (not that they necessarily expressed their ideas in this order or in 
precisely these terms), I benefited from these wide-ranging conversations 
and from people’s responses to my questions.

In this introduction, I provide information about my residence in Iran and 
about the Qashqa’i people, the country of Iran, and the religion of Islam.

THE BOOK’S FIVE COMPONENTS

Stories of five nomadic women and girls and their attempts to adapt to 
a changing world while still retaining basic tribal values and a 
distinctive ethnic identity
In each of the five chapters, I focus on a girl or woman with whom I shared a 
close relationship. I explain how people moved through successive life stages 
from infancy to old age, the ways their society and culture influenced them, 
and the impact on them of wider events and circumstances. By describing 
people’s interactions with their families, other relatives, tribal compatriots, 
and outsiders, I show how individuals negotiated compromises between cus-
tomary tribal values and external influences. The lives of Dorna, Ma‘asumeh, 
Nahid, Fariba, and Falak represent Qashqa’i society and culture and illus-
trate possible trajectories for other girls and women. Each of the five is also 
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vividly distinct in attitude and personality. I begin with a toddler; proceed 
with a preadolescent girl, a teenager, and a young adult; and conclude with 
an elderly woman. I show how these girls and women (and by inference many 
others like them) confronted the pressures of a government that wanted all 
citizens to be simultaneously Islamic, modern, and integrated in the larger 
Iranian society. I portray the strengths they drew from their distinctive tribal 
and ethnic identities, and I discuss their efforts to resist the influences of an 
Islamizing, centralizing government. 

Documentation of a vanishing way of life
Nomads throughout the world increasingly encounter many pressures that 
threaten their livelihoods, lifestyles, and patterns of mobility. These difficul-
ties include rapid modernization and globalization, policies of nation-states 
to integrate and assimilate their growing numbers of citizens, political 
repression, intrusion of agriculture into pastureland, and environmental 
degradation. In telling the story of a small community’s efforts to face and 
adapt to outside forces, I document the details of life in one of the world’s 
few surviving nomadic societies. 

Descriptions of life at the local level in Iran
In describing life at the local level in Iran, I depict a society and culture 
largely beyond the scope and reach of foreign travelers and the Western 
media. Such accounts are now rare because of thirty years of restrictions 
against foreign scholars and because Iranian scholars tend to focus on 
other topics (such as national elections). Since the revolution in 1978–79, 
the Islamic Republic has permitted only a few American and European 
anthropologists to conduct research in the country. Often from a distance, 
other foreign scholars as well as Iranian scholars living abroad generalize 
about broad political events in Iran and their national consequences, but 
they are rarely able to provide details about how these situations affect 
people in their local communities, especially outside of the capital city 
of Tehran.

Observations of a young American (from the age of five through 
eighteen) learning about a society and culture that is different from 
her own
Many of the specific events I describe occurred in Qashqa’i summer pastures 
in 1998 and 1999 when I was twelve and thirteen, but my experiences 
during many earlier and later visits also inform and augment my writing. 
In each of the five chapters, I employ multiple voices and perspectives 
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derived from members of this family and tribe to portray the events and 
circumstances I describe. 

A trained cultural anthropologist begins research in another society 
already knowing substantial information about it, while a young child enters 
such a society without prior knowledge or preconceived notions and is not 
encumbered by obligations to gather data and test theories. In this volume I 
illustrate the process by which I learned to adjust to life in a nomadic, tribal 
society, and I explain why I decided to write about the nomads’ lives.

Realistic images of Iran, the Middle East, and the Muslim world, 
regions that journalists and others often depict sensationally and 
inaccurately
Westerners often lack accurate information about how Iranians, other Middle 
Easterners, and Muslims live in their urban neighborhoods, small towns, 
villages, and nomadic camps, and they rely on negative and stereotyped 
images of Iran, the Middle East, and the Muslim world. 

The Qashqa’i, as speakers of Turkish and one of Iran’s many ethnic 
and national minorities, do not represent all other Iranians, but they do 
share traits with the wider society. For example, the Qashqa’i, along with 
many Iranians, expressed exhilaration about the mounting protests against 
Mohammad Reza Shah in 1978–79 but were uncertain about who or what 
would replace him. When Iran’s Muslim clergy seized control in 1979 and 
took steps to form an Islamic state, the Qashqa’i wondered how and to what 
extent would the new government apply Shi‘i doctrine and practice to their 
lives. The Qashqa’i suffered appalling personal losses during the Iraq-Iran 
war (1980–88). They confronted hostile hezbollahis (partisans of the party 
of God) and defied the state’s prohibitions against supposedly un-Islamic 
behavior. They grappled with rampant inflation and the scarcity of jobs. 
They sought higher education to gain new occupations. And they hoped to 
bring about reform in the state and society by voting for a moderate presi-
dential candidate. In their day-to-day lives, members of this small Qashqa’i 
group encountered many of the same difficulties that other Iranians faced, 
and they devised similar coping strategies. Thus, this detailed account of 
their community resonates widely. 

By describing one distinctive sector of Iranian society, I also portray 
some traits of the country, geographical region, and dominant religion. I 
demonstrate, for example, how Qashqa’i nomads regarded the politicized 
issue of women’s state-mandated modest dress (often misnamed as “veiling”) 
and how they considered Qashqa’i attire in terms of their own religious 
and ethical values. Their indigenous clothing is modest enough, they said, 
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but the government compelled them to wear its stipulated apparel under 
certain circumstances. I explain why the Islamic Republic allowed Qashqa’i 
and some other nomadic and tribal women freedoms of dress unavailable to 
urban women. 

In the early twenty-first century, people all over the world confront 
shocking images of conflict and turmoil in the Middle East and the Muslim 
world. At such a time, it is important to shed a less politicized and more 
human light on the inhabitants of the region. 

Sensationalized journalism depicts Iran in particular as a country of 
fanatical Muslims who oppress women and despise Western lifestyles and 
values (such as “freedom” and “democracy”). The media situate Iran between 
two recent targets of United States military action (Afghanistan and Iraq), 
stigmatize the country as a member of George W. Bush’s “Axis of Evil” 
(as Bush proclaimed in 2002), and explain why the West is threatened by 
Iran’s nuclear program.1 Journalists vilify Iran as too dangerous for any 
outsider – and certainly for a young girl – to visit, especially repeatedly. 
Such images are false with respect to the vast majority of Iranian citizens 
who live each day in the kinds of ways I describe for this small, nomadic, 
tribal community.

JOURNEY TO THE NOMADS

People often ask how my mother and I found the sites where the nomads 
camped. A tribesman, usually Dariush Qermezi or Bizhan Qermezi (who 
are the sons of the Qermezi tribal headman), met us at the airport, either in 
Shiraz (for winter pastures) or Isfahan (for summer pastures). From Shiraz 
or Isfahan, the cities closest to the nomads’ territories, we drove for hours 
toward the mountains.

Like other Qashqa’i nomadic pastoralists, the Qermezi have seasonal 
territories, one for the autumn and winter and the other for the spring and 
summer. Twice a year the nomads migrate between these winter and sum-
mer pastures – a distance of six hundred kilometers (see figures 1–2 in the 
appendix). 

Dashtak, the nomads’ winter pastures, is situated on the slopes of a 
range of mountains. In a plain below lies the town of Kazerun where a few 
Qermezi families stay in the autumn and winter in order to have access to 
its schools. Another range of mountains and foothills isolates the nomads in 
Dashtak from the town.

Hanalishah, the nomads’ summer pastures, is an hour’s drive from 
Semirom, the nearest town. The camps at Hanalishah are located on the 
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upper slopes of high-altitude valleys situated between mountain peaks. 
Most of the Qermezi families who spend autumn and winter in Dashtak and 
Kazerun travel to Hanalishah for the spring and summer. 

Foreigners who wanted to travel to Iran needed a visa, a full-page stamp 
in their passports. Americans especially found that such authorization was 
difficult to acquire. Iran lacks an embassy in the United States, just as the 
United States lacks one in Iran – the result of the hostage crisis that began 
in 1979 just after the revolution. At that time, young Iranian radicals seized 
the American embassy (which they dubbed “the nest of spies”) in Tehran 
and held American diplomats and other embassy personnel captive for 444 
days. The resulting political impasse required my mother and me to rely on 
Iranian officials at the Permanent Mission of the Islamic Republic of Iran to 
the United Nations in New York City and those at the Interests Section of 
the Islamic Republic of Iran at the Pakistan embassy in Washington, D. C. 

ORGANIZATION OF QASHQA’I SOCIETY

The term “Qashqa’i” refers to members of the tribal confederacy and their 
history, beliefs, customs, and language (Qashqa’i Turkish).2 By asserting 
their Turkish identity, the Qashqa’i contrast themselves from other peoples 
in the region. At the same time they differentiate themselves within the 
confederacy by way of sections and subsections, which indicate specifically 
their tribe, subtribe, lineage, and extended family. The Qashqa’i confed-
eracy consists of five large tribes (Amaleh, Darrehshuri, Kashkuli Bozorg, 
Farsi Madan, and Shesh Boluki) and many smaller ones (such as Kashkuli 
Kuchek and Qarachai), each containing its own divisions and subdivisions. 
The Qermezi group on which I focus is one of forty-four subtribes of the 
Darrehshuri tribe. For convenience I refer to it as a “tribe” rather than a 
“subtribe.” The name of the group, Qermezi, means “The Red Ones” (see 
figure 3 in the appendix).

The Qermezi tribe consisted of 420 households (statistics for 2004), 
each a nuclear or extended family averaging seven individuals. The tribe 
contained three thousand people and five named lineages. My mother and I 
resided primarily with members of the Aqa Mohammadli lineage (descen-
dants of the apical ancestor, Aqa Mohammad), but we often saw people 
in the four other Qermezi lineages (Imamverdili, Qairkhbaili, Qasemli, 
and Kachili).3 Members of these five lineages frequently interact with one 
another, and marriages among them reinforce bonds. People trace descent 
from their fathers. A woman joins the household of her husband’s family 
when she marries.
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The Qashqa’i tribal confederacy contained a million people (unofficial 
estimate for 2008) whose livelihoods and types of locations distinguish them 
from one another. The confederacy’s four main economic sectors include 
people living as nomadic pastoralists, people still living as nomads and 
raising sheep and goats but also engaging in compatible livelihoods, people 
residing in villages and towns and cities supported by a wide range of occu-
pations, and people pursuing activities outside of Iran. I explain each of these 
sectors as they pertain to the Qermezi tribe. 

Most Qermezi are nomadic pastoralists who raise sheep and goats, the first 
sector. They consume and sell animal products including milk derivatives, 
meat, wool, and weavings. Some also cultivate grain crops for their own con-
sumption and for fodder for their livestock when natural pasture is inadequate. 
This group pursues the practices its ancestors have followed for generations. 

The Qermezi adapt their livelihoods and lifestyles when changes in Iran 
pressure or motivate them to do so. Such recent transformations include the 
revolution in 1978–79, the new Islamic government, expanding modern-
ization and its global attributes, and the greater integration of the nation’s 
people. Still, almost all Qermezi continue customary economic pursuits and 
strive to retain the social and cultural practices of their ancestors.

1. Gholam Hosain’s goat-hair tent and campsite, summer pastures, Hanalishah, 1991. 
Mahmud assists the women while they milk the sheep and goats.  
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People still living as nomads and raising sheep and goats but also pursu-
ing compatible livelihoods constitute the second economic sector among the 
Qashqa’i. In the Qermezi tribe, some families cultivate apple orchards in 
summer pastures to produce fruit for urban markets. In the group’s winter 
pastures, the new government helped some nomads to build a village, and 
the residents expect to plant citrus orchards and market the fruit. The state 
intended by this action to settle the nomads, part of an ongoing and largely 
political effort to reduce opposition to its rule and to gain greater control 
over its citizens. The nomads who purchased plots in the new village express 
other intentions; they plan to continue to migrate and to occupy the houses 
only as seasonal residences just before and during the harvest. Previous 
governments, particularly Reza Shah’s (r. 1926–41), also tried to settle Iran’s 
nomads, including the Qashqa’i. 

As part of the third economic sector, some Qermezi pursue occupations 
as salaried state employees and as paid workers in the private sphere. 
Almost all of them also continue their economic interests in pastoralism 
and agriculture, usually by cooperating with their still-migratory kin. 
Employees of the state include teachers, school inspectors, government 
bureaucrats, health workers, engineers, employees of the oil and natural-gas 
industry, factory workers, cooperative-store managers, military personnel 
(including revolutionary guards), and even a parliamentary deputy. The 
men and women employed in these ways note the advantages of steady 
incomes and financial benefits from the government’s programs for health-
care and retirement. Those in the private sphere try to support themselves 
as wage laborers (in agriculture, construction, and large and small industry), 
haulers of goods, hired drivers, shopkeepers, cooks, sellers of weavings, and 
smugglers. These individuals lack steady or reliable incomes and some state 
services. 

In growing numbers, Qermezi boys and girls are completing high school, 
attending university, and hoping to find specialized professional jobs after-
wards. Many succeed in this pursuit although not all are content with their 
new lifestyles. Living apart from their family, kin, and tribal groups, they 
say they miss the mountains and the details of the life they had known since 
childhood. Women especially note that they feel lonely and alienated in their 
new settings in towns and cities. 

The Qashqa’i in the third sector often still consider themselves to be 
“nomads” (ashayer) regardless of their current educational and economic 
endeavors and their new places of residence. Being a “nomad” entails more 
than just physical mobility; the word also carries cultural connotations, 
some of which overlap with the term “Qashqa’i.” Both labels offer people 
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a way to identify themselves and their distinctive society and culture and 
to differentiate themselves as a group from the wider Iranian society where 
ethnic Persians dominate. 

The fourth and final sector, the few Qashqa’i living outside of Iran, 
consists mostly of salaried employees (some in the higher professions and 
most in the private sphere), wage laborers, university students, and exiled 
leaders. With one recent exception, the Qermezi lack representation within 
this diaspora community. 

Mas‘ud Qermezi had tried for a decade to study aeronautical engineering 
abroad because Iran lacked the requisite programs in higher education. 
He complained that he was trapped in a mundane teaching job in Tehran, 
beneath his professional achievements. He lacked the political clout and the 
rigid ideological stance necessary for him to obtain the government’s permis-
sion to leave the country. The state had invested in his university education 
and wanted to ensure that someone with his specialized training would 
not emigrate. Relenting, the government finally allowed Mas‘ud to travel 
to Russia in 2004 to study for a doctoral degree. In leaving he committed 
himself (and his wife and young son) to a four-year sojourn in Moscow, where 
he had to learn Russian, the language of textbooks and lectures. 

Most Qashqa’i in this fourth sector – the diaspora – try to locate jobs and 
educational opportunities in their host countries, and those classified as refu-
gees receive state welfare services until they can support themselves. They 
adhere resolutely to an increasingly sentimental identity as Qashqa’i, study 
their history and culture, and speak Turkish with their children in whom 
they instill information about their heritage. They decorate their homes with 
vibrant Qashqa’i weavings and other items of symbolic importance (such as 
miniature models of their former black goat-hair tents) and form close ties 
with other Qashqa’i abroad. (A funeral in the Netherlands in 2008 drew sixty 
Qashqa’i from many European countries.) Some Qashqa’i periodically travel 
to Iran to renew social and cultural links. Others unable to return, some 
because of political reasons, are deeply nostalgic about being Qashqa’i. 

Many Qashqa’i living abroad also consider themselves to be “nomads,” 
especially when the difficult conditions they face there force them to change 
jobs, relocate their residences, move to other cities and towns, and find new 
countries to host them. By claiming the label, they also acknowledge their 
cultural identity, stress their dissimilarity from the majority population 
in their new countries (as well as from other Muslim immigrants there), 
and reduce their feelings of alienation. Their identities in Iran as Qashqa’i, 
nomads, and tribespeople had fortified them in their efforts to resist 
the oppressive policies of a succession of central governments. As labels 
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of identity, the terms serve in similar ways abroad, especially in Europe 
where the majority population often disapproves of immigrants, especially 
Muslims from a country such as Iran. 

HISTORY

Historians are not aware of any written documents or oral traditions that 
comprehensively explain the origin of the Qashqa’i confederacy. They do not 
know precisely the people’s previous locations, the dates of their migrations 
to southwestern Iran, or the time when they first formed an alliance of tribal 
groups. They do understand that the people of the confederacy, from at least 
the mid-eighteenth century, had diverse geographical, tribal, linguistic, and 
cultural backgrounds, even if they cannot specify such backgrounds and 
origins by exact places and dates.4

Some Qashqa’i probably descend from the eleventh-century migrations 
of Turkic tribal peoples out of Turkestan in Central Asia, while others may 
come from the Mongol and Turkic tribes associated with Genghis Khan 
(1162–1227). When Genghis Khan led a mass migration from Mongolia 
to Central Asia in the thirteenth century, some groups branched off and 
traveled southwest toward the territory of modern-day Turkmenistan and 
then beyond to Iran. Other groups settled in the Caucasus Mountains west of 
the Caspian Sea, with some of them proceeding south into Iran. Still others 
journeyed to the lands of today’s countries of Turkey and Iraq, with some 
later moving east into Iran. Some of these various tribal groups probably 
contributed to the formation of the Qashqa’i confederacy. Their languages, 
customs, tribal organizations, bestowal of the title of khan upon leaders, 
and nomadic pastoralism with sheep, goats, and camels demonstrate similar 
traits. Other parts of the Qashqa’i confederacy derive from Turkic, Kurdish, 
Lur, and other tribes that were mobile in the wider region before, during, 
and after the eleventh century. Older residents of south and southwestern 
Iran, including Arabs, Baluch, Persians, and gypsies, also affiliated with 
the confederacy. Tribal khans consolidated many of these people, and by the 
mid-eighteenth century a ruling dynasty emerged among them to form a 
unique sociopolitical entity, the Qashqa’i confederacy. Confederacy leaders in 
the early twenty-first century, in exile abroad or restricted in their political 
activities in Iran, trace direct, documented descent from the leaders of the 
eighteenth century.

This rich, complex history of the Qashqa’i is still evident in the early 
twenty-first century in the people’s physical features and their tribal and 
group names, linguistic traits, oral traditions, customs, and material and 
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related technologies (including weaving and its techniques and designs). 
Even after the passage of centuries, here and there among the Qashqa’i are 
the faces and physiques of people who look as though they could have just 
stepped out of a Kazakh or Kirghiz yurt (felt tent) in today’s Central Asia.

MINORITIES IN IRAN AND ISSUES OF IDENTITY

Issues of cultural and national-minority identity became increasingly sig-
nificant for the Qashqa’i after the 1978–79 revolution. As tribally organized 
Turks, the Qashqa’i are one of Iran’s many linguistic, ethnic, tribal, and 
national-minority groups.5 

Iran’s population of seventy-plus million (2008) consists of diverse peo-
ples including Persians, Turks, Kurds, Baluch, Arabs, and Lurs. Persians are 
those whose first language is Persian and who identify with a broadly defined 
notion of Persian culture. The rest speak other first languages and identify 
primarily with other cultures. Iran’s official language is Persian, which gov-
ernment agencies, schools, and the media disseminate, and hence many non-
Persians in Iran encounter the Persian language and culture. Many Persians 
and non-Iranians (including some scholars and journalists) who do not know 
about the extent of linguistic and cultural diversity in Iran equate Persian 
culture and Iranian culture. They identify the nation-state of Iran with the 
Persian culture. Many of those who are not Persians reject this notion and 
stress the primacy for themselves of their own languages and cultures. Two 
seemingly contradictory but simultaneous trends in the country are the 
increasing Persianization of Iran’s non-Persian peoples and the growing 
awareness among non-Persians of their own linguistic and cultural heritage, 
which they attempt to maintain and enhance. Both pro cesses have been 
prevalent among the Qashqa’i before and after the 1978–79 revolution.

Iran’s national minorities demonstrate a politicized sense of identity and a 
desire for some degree of regional autonomy, such as having their own locally 
elected officials, local police, schools taught in their own languages, and 
newspapers and media broadcasts. Other than a minority of the Kurds, few 
of these groups seek their own independent, ethnic-based state. They have 
formed part of Iran historically, expect a share of wealth from the country’s 
rich reserves of oil and natural gas, and count on Iran’s military and intelli-
gence services to protect them from hostile neighbors, other outside powers, 
and internal enemies. The Iranian government, neighboring countries, and 
Western states (particularly the United States) encourage internal divisions 
within these minority communities to prevent them from coalescing further 
and moving toward autonomy or independence. 
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The Qashqa’i are Shi‘i Muslims, unlike many of Iran’s other tribally 
organized ethnic and national minorities who are Sunni Muslims. As such, 
the Qashqa’i appear to have escaped some problems experienced by Iran’s 
religious minorities: Sunni Muslims and members of other faiths (Christians 
of different sects, Bahais, Zoroastrians, and Jews).6 The religious faith 
of the Qashqa’i centers on their love of God and their respect for ethical 
conduct. Partly because their seasonal territories are distant from religious 
centers, the Qashqa’i have not been as familiar historically as are many 
other Iranian Muslims with Islamic law (shari‘a) and customs, including 
attending mosques, performing daily prayers, fasting during the month 
of Ramadan, making the pilgrimage to Mecca, and reading the Qur’an. 
Since the Islamic Republic’s formation in 1979, Iran’s ruling clergy and 
its supporters have attempted to propagate their version of Islamic beliefs 
and practices among the Qashqa’i. For schoolchildren especially, manda-
tory modest dress, compulsory prayers and fasting during schooldays, and 
required instruction in Islam, the Qur’an, and Arabic have influenced their 
attitudes and practices. 

MIGRATORY AND RESIDENTIAL PRACTICES

Qashqa’i nomads reside in two vast territories within the long southern 
stretch of the Zagros Mountains: qeshlaq (or garmsir in Persian) at low 
altitudes in the south and west during autumn and winter, and yailaq (or 
sarhad in Persian) at higher altitudes farther north and east during spring 
and summer (see figure 2 in the appendix). They do not cross international 
borders, unlike some other nomads in Iran. Each ecological zone holds 
pastures suitable for livestock at different seasons. The nomads reap the 
benefits of all seasons and avoid severe conditions by traveling twice a year 
the long distance from one area to the other in search of better pasture, 
water, and weather. Their winter pastures during summer are hot, humid, 
insect-ridden, and devoid of much vegetation. Their summer pastures dur-
ing winter have harsh winds and deep snow. Each semiannual migration 
lasts from one to three months and covers from two hundred to six hundred 
kilometers. Not restricted by fixed schedules during the migration, the 
nomads can spend days or weeks at a time at intermediate campsites if the 
situation there benefits the livestock (see plates 6, 7–9).7 

Until the 1980s, most Qashqa’i nomads lived year-round in handwoven, 
black, goat-hair tents. They often camped in the same spots they had chosen 
in the past, marked by fire pits, livestock pens, and the rock platforms on 
which the nomads stack their baggage inside the tents (see plates 1, 3). 
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After 1980, in winter and/or summer pastures, many nomads built small 
one-room stone huts or houses, which are more durable and protective than 
tents. The structures in winter and summer pastures vary in size, shape, and 
materials because of different climates and locally available resources. For 
example, in the marshes of winter pastures, the nomads harvest reeds they use 
to roof their winter huts and to construct the screens they place around their 
shelters to block the wind (for the roofs, see plate 5). The new dwellings pro-
tect people and possessions from detrimental weather and also serve as territo-
rial markers by discouraging others from seizing the land while the nomads 
travel and reside elsewhere. Potential trespassers include cultivators living in 
nearby villages, neighboring tribal groups, and government agencies.

Stone huts and houses sometimes replace goat-hair tents for part of the 
year, but people still pitch their tents during the migrations, in moder-
ate weather, and for ceremonies such as weddings and funerals. Tents are 
comfortable and convenient, but the nomads are also nostalgic about their 
traditional lifestyle. Black tents symbolize the Qashqa’i and nomadic identi-
ties of the people.

Many nomads erect their goat-hair tents when they first arrive in winter 
pastures, dismantle them and move into huts or houses when the winter 

2. Samarrokh by her loom and goat-hair tent, summer pastures, Hanalishah, 1992. 
She uses a metal frame to stabilize the loom and tighten the warp strands.
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rains begin, and then set up tents again to enjoy the oncoming spring 
weather. They also pitch their tents (sometimes in smaller versions than 
before) alongside their huts and houses and use the extra space for cooking, 
storage, and weaving. Many nomads, especially the women, appreciate 
having both stone and fabric structures available for guests, diverse tasks, 
and privacy.

When living in tents, huts, and houses, the nomads often retain custom-
ary practices. Some houses have small porches, and the nomads build rock 
and concrete platforms or lay gravel in front to keep the area clean and to 
provide a space for work. People spend time outside on these porches and 
patios, just as they do when they occupy tents. The tidy piles of possessions 
stacked along the interior back walls of houses reflect the setup of tents. 
The home’s cooking areas, as before, are small shelters made of goat-hair 
fabric, reed mats, thatch, or canvas, which sit next to or lean against the 
main dwellings. Near their tents and houses, the nomads pile firewood 
and assemble livestock pens and water troughs (see plate 6). They usually 
construct their huts and houses exactly where they had once pitched their 
tents, and the new dwellings face the same direction – usually northeast 
to catch the warmth of the rising sun and to block the afternoon’s searing 
glare.

Hardier than sheep and better able to navigate the stony mountain slopes, 
goats survive by browsing on dry, often prickly plants growing between 
rocks. Sheep require friendlier sustenance such as grass and other soft-leafed 
vegetation. To provide adequate nutrition for their livestock, the pastoral-
ists hope for sufficient natural pasturage. If grazing is poor, they need to 
cultivate and to buy fodder crops as supplemental feed. 

Camels, mules, and donkeys carry the nomads’ possessions on the migra-
tions, including folded tent panels, tent poles, large copper pots, woven bags 
packed with goods, and newborn lambs and kids. Some men and women 
ride horses or mules. The nomads store their goods (which they attempt 
to keep to a minimum) in specially designed woven bags and containers so 
they can easily locate the items and safely pack them for the difficult treks. 
Lacking places for permanent, secure storage, they try to be well organized. 
For example, they protect their delicate tea glasses and porcelain saucers in 
small wooden boxes with velvet-lined compartments so the items do not 
break when transported by pack animals (see plates 7–9).

Until the 1980s, almost all Qashqa’i nomads traveled by foot on the full 
migration with their sheep, goats, and camels and all their other possessions. 
Since then, fewer of them do so, partly because of children’s rigid schedules 
for attending schools. Instead, more people now hire trucks to transport 
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their household goods from one seasonal territory to the other. The journey 
usually takes only a day if the heavily laden vehicles do not break down en 
route, which occurs more frequently than not. Those still migrating the 
customary way by foot are the herd owners, the hired shepherds with their 
families, and the livestock. Occasionally, but only in the autumn because 
of sparse grazing and water, some nomads may transport their sheep and 
goats by truck. The high cost prevents most from doing so. Unlike the large 
migratory groups prevalent until the 1980s, many small mobile groups 
now contain only several men and older boys to tend the flocks, and several 
women and older girls to prepare meals and collect water, food, and fuel 
during the travel. In the 1990s, some men resumed camel herding to profit 
from a rising demand for camel meat in Iran’s cities. This decision, one of 
many such examples, demonstrates how the nomads respond to changing 
economic conditions.

QASHQA’I CLOTHING

The Qashqa’i identify themselves and are identified by others by their dress. 
Their clothing represents and symbolizes their society and culture as well as 
their place in Iran as a whole. In choosing their attire, people demonstrate 
an interest in wearing convenient, customary styles, and they also reflect the 
changes in their own and the wider society. 

The details of the clothing traditionally worn by the tribespeople are 
specific to the Qashqa’i, but the general styles are similar to the attire of 
other peoples, often tribal, living elsewhere in Iran, the Caucasus Mountains, 
and Central Asia.

Women wear multiple, brightly colored skirts gathered at the waist and 
a tunic with slits up the two sides. Sometimes they add a short velvet jacket 
trimmed with sequins and beads. Their headpieces include a close-fitting 
cap, a translucent scarf, and a silk band encircling the head and trailing 
down the back (see plates 1–2, 7–10). 

As their everyday outer garb, men used to wear a robe held closed with a 
cummerbund. Since the 1970s, most men wear loose pants and long-sleeved 
buttoned shirts. For trips to town and social and ceremonial occasions, they 
dress more formally in suit pants and jackets often bought from secondhand 
shops in urban bazaars. The ceremonial attire that men choose for weddings, 
hunting, and military camps includes a sleeveless robe made of diaphanous 
beige fabric and secured by a braided cord with loops for the shoulders and 
decorative tassels hanging in the back. The distinctive hat made of khaki or 
gray felt and characterized by two upstanding flaps above the ears is unique 
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3. Goltamam opening a saddlebag in her goat-hair tent, summer pastures, 
in the mountains above Atakola village, 1971.  
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to Qashqa’i men and marks them as different from all other tribal, ethnic, 
and national-minority groups in Iran and the wider region (see plate 4). 

Children wear smaller versions of their parents’ clothing and, increasingly, 
the styles they observe in the nearest towns. Some girls don long, single-
layer skirts (often over trousers), loose blouses, and simple headscarves, while 
most boys wear long pants, knit shirts, and jackets. For ceremonies, boys and 
especially girls often put on customary Qashqa’i dress. 

ISLAM AND THE STATE

The Iranian revolution and the Islamic Republic caused more changes for 
city and town dwellers than for most nomads. The Qashqa’i and many other 
tribal groups live high in the mountains or far in the deserts and border 
regions, away from urban areas, and are semi-autonomous political and social 
entities. As a result, they experience national changes less directly than most 
other Iranians. Still, when the Qashqa’i do participate in the wider Iranian 
society, such as when they attend schools or secure employment in cities and 
towns, the state’s influences become more apparent in their lives.8

In 1979, political activists including the Muslim clergy dethroned the 
monarch, Mohammad Reza Shah (r. 1941–79), and forced him to leave 
the country. Several months later, the clergy and its supporters instituted 
the Islamic Republic of Iran. The country’s new politico-religious leaders 
introduced many regulations, such as requiring all females older than nine 
to wear concealing clothing and to cover their hair. They forbade unmarried 
men and women to interact under some circumstances, unless they were 
close kin. Vigilante groups and the government’s mobile morals squads 
punished people who violated state codes. The new authorities announced 
that they did not impose these and other rules to subordinate females, 
especially because males also fell under new limitations, such as having 
to wear modest attire and to behave circumspectly. They stated that they 
intended to integrate both men and women in a new kind of Islamic state 
and society in which citizens conformed to religiously sanctioned values. 

As citizens of Iran, Qashqa’i nomads and villagers are familiar (to varying 
degrees) with the new restrictions. Yet by residing in remote locales they 
can continue with many customary practices without much interference. 
The traditional head-coverings of Qashqa’i women reveal their hair, and 
many women (especially older ones) refuse to alter this attire, which they 
say is already modest enough. Younger women criticize a government that 
compels them to wear overcoats (manto) and hoods (maqna‘e) or head-to-toe 
veil-wraps (chador) if they want to attend school or work in towns and 
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cities.9 They still don Qashqa’i dress at home, within their own groups, and 
for communal festivities. There, exercising more freedom than most urban 
females, Qashqa’i women interact with men and participate together in 
music, dance, song, poetry, and sport (see plates 2, 10). 

Some urban Persians, particularly middle-class women, complain about 
the government’s double standard. They say that the state enforces strict 
regulations in cities and towns but allows the country’s ethnic minorities, 
wherever they live, freer rein in how they choose to dress and act. Foreign 
tourists and other international audiences regard these minorities – especially 
the Qashqa’i – as appealingly picturesque and exotic, which partly explains 
the state’s looser requirements for them. Also, some government officials 
view the Qashqa’i and similar ethnic groups as the survivors or remnants 
of an “authentic” Muslim society that had thrived before other Muslims 
in Iran became modernized, westernized, and secularized. They regard the 
intrusive and destructive processes of westernization and secularization as 
their enemies, not the “indigenous” forms of Muslim society. For example, 
officials say that teenage girls in Tehran – alluring in their miniskirts and 
bare midriffs, dancing to popular Western music, and freely associating with 
boys – need to correct their dress and conduct, not those Muslims who retain 
and abide by their premodern practices.10 

4. Qermezi women dancing at a wedding, summer pastures, Nurabad, 1992.
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In most countries in which Islam is the official and/or dominant reli-
gion, modest Islamic dress (hijab) for women is optional, and some choose 
to adopt it while others do not. The kind of attire considered “modest” 
varies from place to place and according to women’s socioeconomic status, 
level of education, occupation, place of residence, and ethnicity. Only a 
few countries, including Iran and Saudi Arabia, mandate modest Islamic 
apparel for all females over the age of nine when they enter public spaces. 
Even in these countries, many women who choose to observe modest attire, 
regardless of any government regulations, note that women should follow 
personal choice and resist state pressure. They and others say that Islamic 
law forbids compulsion in religious expression and that God comprehends 
the true intentions of all people. Thus a woman who wears modest garments 
only because the government forces or coerces her does not base her action 
on religious belief and therefore does not please God.11

MY ATTIRE

When visiting Iran, I varied my clothing and appearance according to cir-
cumstances. In cities, on highways, and in airports I wore a headscarf and a 
knee-length coat. Away from Iran’s public domains and among the nomads, 
I did not always cover my hair or put on a coat. 

In summer pastures at Hanalishah, I rarely donned a scarf or coat unless 
a government official was visiting the nomads. I wore large, long shirts and 
long-legged loose pants. Standing on a patch of gravel in a corner of our tent, 
I bathed and shampooed by using a pitcher of cold water, a gritty bar of soap, 
and a washcloth that smelled like the goats occupying the pens nearby. I 
fashioned my wet hair in braids or a ponytail. Wearing my hair loose seemed 
inappropriate because societal rules do not ordinarily allow women and girls 
such liberties. 

On the outskirts of the town of Kazerun near the mountains, the small 
houses feature tall-walled, enclosed courtyards and private shower rooms. I 
did not wear a headscarf inside my hosts’ home there because of the family 
setting. Dariush’s wife, Farzaneh, did not don a scarf at home unless guests 
arrived or her male in-laws were present. When relatives and friends visited 
my hosts, they observed me bareheaded. When I walked to another family’s 
home, I wore a coat and scarf in the nearby lanes to conform to town customs. 
If the house belonged to a friend, I casually slipped off the jacket and scarf 
or let the scarf fall on its own accord when I entered the enclosed courtyard, 
to follow the example of other young females. Women often gestured to me 
to remove my scarf if I wished, and then I often did so. If these families were 
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entertaining guests with whom I was not acquainted, I retained the scarf out 
of courtesy for my hosts. Yet the guests often told their preadolescent and 
adolescent girls that they could remove their coats and scarves. On occasion 
I was covered when, ironically, other girls my age or older were not. 

Winter pastures at Dashtak posed other issues. I was not inclined to wear 
a headscarf while I stayed with the nomads there, just as I usually did not 
at Hanalishah. Still, the weather was sometimes cold and rainy, and a head-
covering was welcome. Many Qermezi girls begin wearing a scarf long before 
the required age of nine imposed by the state, and so I was usually the only 
one without it. The way I dressed seemed not to concern the nomads, who had 
watched me grow up through the years and accepted my forms of expression. 
The only person ever to suggest any kind of covering for me was a socially con-
servative man who heard a raucous soccer game in the secluded lane in front of 
a Kazerun house and asked my mother if I was wearing a scarf. I was. 

For the nomads, I represented a society and culture that allowed personal 
freedom and individual choice. They held similar values but state regulations 
often obliged them as Iran’s citizens to live according to the rules. It seemed 
appropriate for me to abide by the customs to which these people adhered as 
well as to follow the government’s laws under which they fell. We differed 
because I was able to visit Iran and to leave, without the long-term conse-
quences that girls and their families must consider. How girls comported 
themselves and how others perceived them were serious matters for their 
families, who hoped to arrange the best possible marriages for them. When 
I saw that men had begun to restrict the interactions and mobility of their 
daughters, I knew that people were planning their future. Any suspicions, 
even trivial or ill-founded, potentially damaged these girls’ prospects. People 
subjected boys to similar kinds of scrutiny for the same reasons. Yet they 
focused on the boys’ character rather than their attire, and they emphasized 
the boys’ abilities to succeed in school, work diligently, support a family, live 
according to tribal codes of conduct, and honor their elders.

MY DAILY ROUTINE (BUT HARDLY ROUTINE)

When people hear my accounts of living in Iran, they wonder how it is pos-
sible for the nomads to go without the comforts and conveniences that many 
Americans enjoy and take for granted. Life there was not difficult for me; I 
entered this society early enough that I did not already depend on a panoply 
of modern devices. 

In summer pastures at Hanalishah, my mother and I ordinarily resided 
with the family of the tribal headman, Borzu Qermezi, who served as the 
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leader until his death in 1995. I was fortunate to know him during my early 
visits, and his death has been painful for his family and tribe and for my 
mother and me. 

My mother’s and my stay in winter pastures at Dashtak was similar to my 
description below for Hanalishah, and I earlier outlined our circumstances 
in Kazerun. 

5. Julia holding a baby partridge in Borzu’s goat-hair tent, 
summer pastures, Hanalishah, 1991. She sits by the family’s 

pile of baggage covered with a gelim.


